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The system still running from Alex, In the last week input 3.6kw and have put 17kw to 

the Grid. (:07).  The meters don't read the DC so you can use as much as like. Goes over 

the financials with power generators. They removed Keshe from Wikipedia.   (:17).   The 

power generators multiplies energy 4 times. They have the electric motorbike, the 

generator is built in the bike, life time free energy. Discussion broke out at opening of 

University, a call came in from US Embassy to stop opening, but Keshe left it to the 

visiting colonel, he said, I stand for freedom. People who stand for principle. US won't 

stand, there will be one Nation and one planet. Billions to Banks. The huge energy drain 

now will stay in Italy. Now you understand why. There is a plan to assassinate Keshe in 

the next weeks, Obama responsible.  (:30).  You must carry on with the work. The beads 

you can wear around your neck, put some of your own Gans in, and the MG fields around 

your body, you'll never be sick, unless you make it psychologically. Warning do not mix 

everything, know the right composition. Blood and lymph are emotions. (:39) Can not 

use if you have a NUCLEAR Reactor on the Grid, the plasma will interfere and create 

problems. There is a way to stop the radiation waste. Teko sacked the people who helped 

keshe, now he offered them to put Japan on the free energy.  Italy consume 144 billion 

per year, 50 billion to import oil.  (:51).  Summary of what was done this last year. The 

beads, the SF and single reactor, are sun earth and humans. (1:00).   To clean up 

Fukoshima contamination on West Coast, make a field between the  two reactors that 

match the MG of the contamination, it's a finger print. You can get the fingerprint from 

the waste, Keshe has a liter of Tritium from Fukoshima. Do like Russians one reactor in 

submarine and one in air. All matter has magnetic fields. You fly over Europe and empty 

the banks. A process underway with Italian government to supply energy to Grid. Keshe 

advised the Iranians to abandon negotiations on 5 +1, don't need nuclear energy with new 

technology.   (1:13).   Summarize Beads again. You got Plasma and beads, when you 

have a need for DC goes direct, when AC then also delivered. Whatever you want the 

plasma is point of delivery, matter or electricity. You create your own matter anywhere in 

U. The interaction of 3 fields gives the texture of the skin, 3 layers of nano material gives 

it in hexagonal. You can even create it with electromagnetic fields as scientists are trying 

now.  You need a condition where the beads collect a mixture of fields. Keshe foundation 

has created a battery that lasts hundreds years without recharge, by using a plasma it can 

meet whatever demand. Can use gold and silver instead of Cu. The heavier the material 

Gans you use the more power. When you just follow, you have not understood it. Cost to 

manufacture energy unit is $50/100, charge $500, the profits go developing countries.    

(1:33).   You voluntarily pay $200 to governments and pay $100 per year to government 

for schools, etc. You can use it to power whole house and your neighbors. In the west 

give to old people and large families. (1:46). Man whines about cost Keshe explains. The 

Egyptian priests knew the technology but didn't share it.  (1:55).  Most of the patients that 

come are doctors and medical and don't believe in Chemo. How to certify this product 

when the people don't understand. How the Nano coat turns to AC when pressing through 

the skin of wire or bottom layer, and is a superconductor. The nano layers trap energy.  

Mr. Hua is trying to rent the units in China, wrong ethos.   (2:09).  You don't need to put 

energy back in the Grid. You don't need a battery, you have it when you need it. To make 

a Gans 9 volt battery need to connect a nano wire in between polarity. You can use a 

rechargeable battery, but put a little Gans around it. It's been on the Website for 9 years 



but no one picked it up. Same with electric Motor in scooter, don't need battery but can 

use for storage, need some beads to connect. Letter from Russia.  (2:21).  How to connect 

the Keshe Power Supply. How to make a sound shield, it's a Coulombs barrier, like the 

shielding of earth. You can also fly and make water with condensation unit.  The photo of 

king of Belgium with Keshe. (2:30). The Keshe Oasis systems provide all needs. Several 

people have achieved lift, and 2 that can control it, but like Alex they were afraid to come 

out. The 9th of July, Bahai faith knows this date. The Earth has the initial Energy inside 

it, the solar system is the Source.  Questions: The Starter motor wasn't designed to do 

that. The starter and motor doesn't work at the matter level.  Like when you eat food, as 

soon as you put food in your mouth, it behaves as a Gans, the body is a series of Gans 

materials.  You don't subtract MG fields, you create a demand and that reduces fields. A 

company in Philippines wants to produce units. Keshe doesn't go into the science details, 

but application.  Details about Fukoshima, contamination in the residue, which Keshe 

showed him and Tepco lying. The governments used the USB stick to make military 

advances.   (2:54).  The Japanese made gold Gans from the Tritium and next day stopped 

work with Keshe, but the Gold is in the Gans state, not matter. All documents with 

Keshe. Started Collaboration July 2014, they refused to tell who helped them and the 

gold produced. International Boycott Tepco can't work with Keshe under no 

circumstances.  

 


